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Fruit crisps
as easy
as pie,
page C4

         Quick fix         
   (Meals in 30 minutes or less)   

Quinoa is a tiny, quick-cooking
seed (technically not a grain)
from the Andes. Although most
package directions instruct you
to steam quinoa in double the
volume of water, Lorna Sass’
preferred way is to cook quinoa
like pasta: in ample water. That
technique not only results in
fluffy quinoa but makes it
possible to cook other
ingredients, such as broccoli, in
the same pot. In her new
cookbook on whole grains, Sass
says beige or tan quinoa is more
flavorful than the red variety. But
she suggests adding the red
quinoa in small amounts to lend
color to a quinoa dish. Because
quinoa is a complete protein (it
contains all the essential amino
acids), this vegetarian dish is
hearty enough to stand on its
own. 

        MEDITERRANEAN QUINOA        
               WITH BROCCOLI               
11⁄2 cups quinoa (see headnote;
no need to rinse)
11⁄2 lbs. broccoli
1 to 2 med. lemons
1⁄2 cup oil-packed sun-dried
tomatoes
5 T. olive oil (may use the oil
from the sun-dried tomatoes)
3⁄4 tsp. salt, or to taste

Steps: Bring a large pot of water to
a boil over high heat. Add the
quinoa and cook uncovered for 6
minutes. Meanwhile, cut the
broccoli stalks into 3⁄4-inch pieces
and cut the broccoli tops into
small florets. Add to the pot;
reduce the heat to medium-high
and return to a boil. Cook for 5
to 6 minutes, until the quinoa has
no opaque dot of uncooked
starch in the center. While the
broccoli is cooking, squeeze
enough juice from the lemon(s)
to yield 1⁄4 cup. Coarsely chop the
sun-dried tomatoes and place in
a large bowl. Drain the quinoa
and broccoli well. Transfer to the
bowl and stir until the steam
subsides. Add the lemon juice, oil
and salt. Serve warm or at room
temperature. Serves 6.
— From Lorna Sass, author of
‘‘Whole Grains for Busy People’’
(Clarkson Potter, 2009).

           Q&A          
Q: I’m curious about knives. Do the

Asian-style chef knives work
well?

A: We like the santoku knife, but
some designs in the United
States have been lost in
translation. Pick up our Food
Network cheftoko knife and you
will love it. An authentic santoku
should rock on a curved blade,
rather than landing flat on your
cutting board. This makes life
easier in the kitchen, and if you
choke up on the knife and hold it
on the top of the blade just
above the handle, you gain
tremendous control.
                            — Food Network

            Tips           
Get healthy

Some ideas for healthier eating:
➤  1. Try packing lunch during the

week. This way you have control
over the foods you eat.

➤  2. Eat a small, healthy mini-meal
before cocktail parties — this
will help you eat less.

➤  3. Prepare oatmeal to help keep
you warm during chilly days.

➤  4. Eat fish at least once a week
— it’s low in saturated fat and
contains healthy Omega-3s.

➤  5. Make and freeze stocks.
You’ll be ready to whip up
extra-special homemade soups
in no time flat.

➤  6. Eat an orange or grapefruit
every day.
                            — Food Network

B y   M I K E   H A L E
Herald Food Writer

I
t’s 10 p.m. on a big-city
Saturday — showtime
for any self-respecting
chef. Tapping into that
addictive and

comforting cocktail of
adrenaline and caffeine,
Executive Chef Dominique
Crenn works her dining
room at Luce inside
InterContinental San
Francisco.

She’s spirited, smart, sexy
and unmistakably French,
her words tumbling out in a
scattershot yet silky cadence
as she shares kitchen
secrets and belly laughs with
complete strangers. Crenn

wants to know the people
who eat her food, and is
eager to get their feedback.

“I like to think of my food
as simple, yet elegant,” she
tells us, sidling up to our
table before course five of
our eight-course tasting
menu ($85). “It shows where
I’ve been, and where I’m
going next.”

Crenn’s road began in
Versailles, the daughter of

two gourmands (she is of
French-Morrocan descent).
She graduated from college
in international business but
quickly abandoned that path
to attend culinary school in
San Francisco. After tours of
duty under superstar chef
Jeremiah Tower of Stars, as
well as a stint in the kitchen
of Campton Place, Crenn
moved to Indonesia, where
she made history as the first
female executive chef in that
country when she took the
helm at the InterContinental
Hotel in Jakarta. 

This wouldn’t be the first
time she would crash
through the grimy glass

A rising star on SF dining scene
Personable Chef Dominique Crenn uses global vision to create Cal-Italian flair at Luce

                    SPECIAL TO THE HERALD

Executive Chef Dominique
Crenn runs the kitchen at
Luce inside InterContinental
Hotel in San Francisco.Please see Chef page C5

“I’ve always used the
approach of taking
the dish from farm to
table.”

Dominique Crenn
executive chef, Luce

AUSTRALIA:
The Aboriginal larder

The Food Wranglers eat their way through the Outback

K
angaroos and
crocodiles were
calling us to the
Outback of
northern Australia,

where ancient Aboriginal
artists left their visionary
paintings on red rock walls
— artists from a culture
50,000 years old, the oldest
living culture on our planet. 

We flew into Darwin, the
busy port on the continent’s
tropical Top End —
Australia’s gateway to South
East Asia, and our gateway to
the Outback. Rebuilt after the
devastation of Cyclone Tracy,
Darwin is a modern,
multicultural, multilingual
town featuring open-air
markets, street musicians,
ethnic food stalls and a
breezy esplanade along the
bay. With the hot and humid
weather, we found Darwin’s
pubs to be the perfect place
to get acclimated as well as
get good, quick meals— Irish
stews, pizzas, satays, fish and
chips — topped off with
thirst-quenching beers.

Renting a 4-wheel drive, we
headed out for the woodlands
and floodplains of Arnhem
Land. The road passed by
crocodile farms advertising
feeding shows where big
“salties”(saltwater
crocodiles) surge from the
water on cue for their dinner;
though seemingly hokey, the
farms provide meat for
menus and leather for
purses. We drove on past
sugarcane fields, mango
plantations, and into the
tropical monsoon bushlands
of the Northern Territory.
Here, the huge
mineral-banded sandstone
escarpment of the Arnhem
Land Plateau stretches for
miles, its cliffs glowing brick
red in the afternoon sun,
crocodiles bask at river
crossings, and troops of
wallabies forage in groves of
trees dotting grassy
savannahs. Dry streambeds
flood, and billabongs fill,
during the torrential rains of
the “wet” season, then
evaporate during the “dry” —
leaving thirsty wildlife
concentrated around the
remaining water. 

Practicing the laws taught
them by their Ancestral
Spirits during the

Dreamtime, Aboriginal
peoples have lived as gentle
custodians of these lands for
5,00 centuries: hunting,
fishing and gathering
according to the seasons to
ensure the sustainability of
their food
sources, and
burning
brush to
allow new
plant growth
and prevent
wildfires.
Throughout
the Outback, there are many
sacred sites, marked by
geological formations or
mystical paintings, where the
Ancestral Spirits passed as
they created the world’s

lands, plants, and animals.
When the Dreaming — the
Creation time — ended, the
Ancestral Spirits slipped back
into the sleep of “pre-time,”
but their spiritual energy still
invests these sacred sites.

Aboriginal people hold these
sites in reverence and often
keep them secret, as this is
where their spirits will go to
join the Ancestral Spirits
when they die.

After years of legal
struggle, the Aboriginal Land
Rights Act returned much of
Arnhem Land and over half
of the Northern Territory,
including Kakadu and Uluru,
to Australia’s Aboriginal

tribes. Signs
of material
poverty in
native
settlements
are
unavoidable,
but many
Aboriginal

peoples have organized
artists’ cooperatives to
promote self sufficiency and
preserve their culture
through traditional arts and
crafts: weaving, painting, and

carving.  We needed a
written permit to travel
through the Aboriginal lands,
and its restrictions prohibited
us from wandering off-road
or violating sacred sites. We
were tempted to explore as
we passed through, but
respect for the Aboriginal
owners and their Ancestral
Spirits kept us on course.

Most rock art sites are off
limits, hidden or inaccessible,
but in Kakadu several sites
are available for viewing;
here amazing images,
painted 20,000 years ago to
as recently as the 20th
century, preserve the living
record of a people and their
culture. At the sites in Ubirr
and Nourlangie, mythological
figures, hunters and
gatherers, game and totem
animals — kangaroos,
turtles, crocodiles and
barramundi — speak from
the rock walls. Many of these
creatures, traditional food
sources for the Aboriginals,
can now be found on modern
Australian plates.

Australian chefs are
experimenting with their
“native” cuisine,
incorporating ingredients
traditionally hunted and
gathered by Aboriginal
peoples into dishes
showcased on their menus:
they’re spicing barbecue with
pepperberry, marinating
chicken with lemon myrtle,
cooking fish wrapped in
paperbark, crusting kangaroo
steaks with macadamia nuts
or wattleseeds. Menus
feature crocodile slithers and
crocodile schnitzel, kangaroo

Food
Wranglers
Back Roads, Good Food

Aboriginal peoples have lived as gentle custodians
of these lands for 500 centuries: hunting, fishing
and gathering according to the seasons to ensure
the sustainability of their food sources.

A “saltie” at
Yellow Water.
Saltwater
crocodiles are
responsible for
most croc
attacks in the
Outback.

                                                                                                                                                                 MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

Dawn light illuminates Yellow Water Billabong, once the home of Aboriginal tribes.

Lamb chops served with sundried tomatoes,
rosemary and jus. 

A Kunwinjku woman weaves a baskey from
native grasses and fibers. Please see Australia page C3
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Loves Wrinkle Cream
Hates Puffy Eyes, Age Spots

DEAR DONNA: I love you! 
Remember when I wrote and 
told you that I was a baby 
boomer who hated wrinkles 
on my face and neck, and you 
told me about that pharmacist’s 
discovery, eB5® Facial Cream?
Well, I bought a jar at our 
JCPenney Cosmetics dept., 
and it’s wonderful! I wish you 
could see how much younger I 
look. I love it and recommend it 
to all my friends.  But how 
about helping me with my other 
problems - puffy eyes and age 
spots on my hands and face?

    Curious, St. Louis, MO

DEAR CURIOUS: I knew you 
would like eB5® Facial Cream. It 
actually works like five creams
in one jar - wrinkle cream,
throat cream, firming cream,
24-hour moisturizer and  makeup 
base - all in one!

Regarding your questions 
about puffy eyes and age spots,
the same pharmacist, Robert
Heldfond, has products for 
both. His eB5® Eye Treatment
helps diminish the appearance
of dark circles and puffiness
around the eyes. eB5® Age Spot 
Formula works wonderfully 
for unsightly pigment and
dark discolorations on the
hands and face. You’ll love
them, and they’re completely 
guaranteed! eB5® formulas
are available at select JCPenney 
Cosmetics departments. To
learn more, call toll free
1-800-929-8325 or visit online
at www.eb5.com.
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◆ NEW IN TOWN (PG)
1240PM 310PM 535PM 755PM
1025PM
◆ FROST/NIXON (R)
1255PM 400PM 650PM 950PM

◆ INKHEART (PG)1210PM
250PM 530PM 800PM 1035PM
MALL COP (PG)1205PM
225PM 440PM 705PM 930PM
LASTCHANCEHARVEY
(PG13) 355PM 1005PM

GRAN TORINO (R)130PM
420PM 710PM 1005PM

BLOODY VALENTINE
(R) 3-D 1200PM 230PM 500PM

730PM 1010PM

BRIDE WARS (PG)1220PM
245PM 520PM 745PM 1020PM
ON WED. 2/4 - NO 520PM OR
745PM “BRIDE WARS”. SPECIAL
SHOWING OF METROPOLITAN OPERA
ENCORE: “ORFEO ED EURIDICE” 7PM

◆ THE UNINVITED
(PG13) 1225PM 240PM 505PM
725PM 955PM
◆ TAKEN (PG13) 1215PM
235PM 455PM 715PM 945PM
◆ UNDERWORLD 3:
RISE OF THE LYCANS
(R)1235PM 305PM 525PM
740PM 1000PM
DEFIANCE (R) 1250PM
655PM

CURIOUS CASE OF
BENJAMIN BUTTON
(PG13) 1155AM 325PM 700PM

1030PM

HOTEL FOR DOGS (PG)
1230PM 300PM 525PM 750PM
1015PM
ON THU. 2/5 - NO 525PM OR
750PM “HOTEL FOR DOGS”. SPECIAL
SHOWING OF “SWORD OF THE
STRANGER” AT 700PM

SHOWTIMES 1/30-2/5

◆ NEW IN TOWN (PG13)
1225PM 250PM 515PM 740PM

1010PM

◆ INKHEART (PG) 150PM

430PM 710PM 950PM

◆ PAUL BLART: MALL
COP (PG) 1235PM 255PM

520PM 740PM 1000PM

◆NOTORIOUS (R)135PM

435PM 735PM 1035PM

MY BLOODY
VALENTINE (R) 155PM

425PM 700PM 940PM

GRAN TORINO (R)
130PM 430PM 730PM 1030PM

THE UNBORN (PG13)
1250PM 310PM 535PM 750PM

1010PM

◆ THE READER (R) 120PM
420PM 720PM 1020PM
◆ TAKEN (PG13) 1245PM
305PM 525PM 745PM 1005PM
◆ THE UNINVITED
(PG13) 1255PM 315PM 535PM
755PM 1015PM
◆UNDERWORLD 3:
RISE OF THE LYCANS
(R) 1230PM 145PM 300PM
415PM 530PM 645PM 800PM
915PM 1030PM
HOTEL FOR DOGS (PG)
200PM 435PM 705PM
DEFIANCE (R) 935PM
BRIDE WARS (PG)550PM
805PM 1025PM
BEDTIME STORIES (PG)
100PM 325PM

350 ALVARADO

644-8171
WWW.OSIOCINEMA.COM

TIMES
1/30 THRU 2/5/09

The Osio Cinemas are proud to be  commercial free theatres.
No paid advertising trailers are shown before the shows.

GOOD

R
DAILY:

1:00, 7:00PMMILK

RDAILY: 12:00,
2:30, 5:00,
7:30, 10:00PM

slumdog
millionaire

RDAILY: 12:00,
2:25, 4:50,
7:20, 9:50PM

The
Reader

RDAILY:

1:00, 4:00,
7:00, 10:00PM

Revolutionary
Road

RDAILY: 12:10,
2:30, 4:50, 7:15,
9:45PM

THE
WRESTLER

R
DAILY:

4:00, 9:45PM

ACADEMY AWARD BEST ACTRESS NOMINEE

RACHEL
GETTING

MARRIED

ACADEMY AWARD BEST ACTOR NOMINEE

ACADEMY AWARD BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR NOMINEE

ACADEMY AWARD BEST PICTURE & BEST ACTRESS NOMINEE

ACADEMY AWARD BEST PICTURE NOMINEE

ACADEMY AWARD BEST PICTURE & BEST ACTOR NOMINEE

PG13DAILY:

12:20, 2:40,
5:00, 7:20, 9:40PM

Doubt
ACADEMY AWARD BEST ACTRESS NOMINEE

GRAN TORINO
(R)  1:45, 4:30, 7:00

DEFIANCE
(R)  5:00

*LAST CHANCE HARVEY
(PG13)  3:00, 7:45

ALL NEW
ROCKING CHAIR SEATING

MATINEES $6.50 ALL DAY
THROUGH 6:00 PM

FREE SMALL POPCORN WITH
TICKET PURCHASE MONDAYS

TAKEN
(PG13) 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 8:00

THE CURIOUS CASE OF

*BENJAMIN BUTTON
(PG13) 1:00, 4:15, 7:30

F R E E  P A R K I N G  B E H I N D  T H E  T H E A T R E !

525 Lighthouse Ave.
Pacific Grove ~ 643-1333
Call 641-0747 for more info

www.srentertainmentgrp.com

*Discount
Tuesdays
$5.50 all
day

T  H  E  A  T  R  ET  H  E  A  T  R  E

MAX MA

Cannery Row

II X 
MONTEREY

640 Wave Street, Cannery Row

831 372-IMAX (4629)

Tickets available at Box Office or Online at:

canneryrowimax.com

 11:00AM 1:00PM 3:00PM 5:00PM 7:00PM  11:00AM 1:00PM 3:00PM 5:00PM 

12:00AM 2:00PM 4:00PM 6:00PM 12:00PM 2:00PM 4:00PM

6:00PM 9:00PM

THURSDAY thru SUNDAY

8:00PM

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

THURSDAY thru SUNDAY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

THURSDAY thru SUNDAY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

T A S T E

lasagna, and sustainably
farmed barramundi
batter-fried, sautéed or served
in ceviches and tacos.

Leaving our bungalow
before sunrise to watch dawn
break over
Ngurrungurrudjba, Yellow
Water Billabong, we took a
boat out on the water just as
the sun opened a rose and
gold sky, its light reflecting
flocks of flying geese in the
satin water below. Crocodiles
waking in the reeds began
those slow, sensuous body
movements that propel them
effortlessly through the
water. Flocks of ducks
congregated on shores
rimmed with pink water lilies,
surrounded by a forest of
paperbark trees. I could
hardly keep a list of the birds
we saw — magpie geese,
pigmy green ducks, plumed
whistling ducks, white bellied
sea eagles, brolga cranes,
wedge tailed kites, whistling
kites, jabaru storks, azure
kingfishers, forest
kingfishers, and what our
Aussie naturalist told us was,
in his words,  “a pants-wetting
event” — a little kingfisher
(apparently a rare sighting!). 

Detours gave us a chance
to experience the Outback.
During the heat of the day,
waterfalls spilling into pools
were irresistible. While
swimming one day, we
noticed a sign warning of
attacks and urging us to
“report any crocodiles.” The
sign, however, was only
visible from the water. Flies
and mosquitoes required
another caveat. When we first
saw Aussie hikers covering
their heads with mosquito
nets, we thought they looked
odd — until we found
ourselves inhaling flies and
gnats. We bought ourselves
“mozzie” head nets first
chance we got. Driving was a
challenge, especially at night.
Huge road trains, the size of
ocean liners, roar up the road
in the darkness, displacing
the air around them. Driven
by true road warriors, these
trucks pull three — even four
— trailers of fuel, livestock
and supplies through the
remote areas of the continent.
With no speed limits on the
open roads of the Northern
Territory, the abundance of
road kill — kangaroo and
emus — is guaranteed.

We found Outback Aussies
to be friendly, ruggedly
independent individuals —
and maybe a bit quirky. One
afternoon we woke from a
nap in our cabin to find the
eucalyptus forest across the
road burning. “No worries,”
the locals told us, “It’s natural
— probably caused by
lightning.” The fact that the
sun was blotted out and the
air thick with smoke didn’t
seem to faze anyone except
us. “It’ll burn itself out.” Of
course it would have to —
there was no fire department.
An older woman came up to
talk with me, cradling a baby
pouch slung across her chest.
When I asked about her
baby, as women do, she
gently pulled back the
blanket to reveal a baby
kangaroo. She was the
surrogate mother of an
orphaned joey.

Returning to Darwin, we
found the Rugby World Cup
was under way. This is a
huge international sporting
competition with 20 teams,
playing the equivalent of
American football without
pads or helmets, vying for the
championship. At the local
pubs, raucous fans followed
the day’s events; the crushing
game was on TV screens
everywhere.  When
Australia’s Wallabies made it
into the semifinals, we got
caught up in the fever. Sitting
in a pub, wearing Wallaby
T-shirts, munching on
kangaroo tacos and a plate of
barramundi fish and chips,
we were rooting
enthusiastically for the home
team — we felt like it was our
home team — Aussies can
make you feel like that. Go
Wallabies!

       Australian lamb loin chops       
     with a macadamia nut crust     
               and burro verde               
                     (Serves 4)                     

Lamb is so evocative of
Australia, with sheep stations
stretching over thousands of miles
of land. These chops are tender
and juicy, with a nutty crunch finish
from the macadamias, nuts first
harvested by Aboriginal tribes, and
a flavor boost from the fresh herb
butter. Definitely an entrée for a
special dinner! Serve with sautéed
greens and a starch such as

mashed potatoes of yams.

2 lbs. lamb loin chops,
approximately 11⁄2- to 2-inches thick

1 cup macadamia nuts,
processed coarse in food
processor 

1 T. kosher salt

1 T. canola or other good
cooking oil

3⁄4 cup burro verde, room
temperature (see below)

Steps: Pat dry lamb chops with
paper towel and sprinkle
generously on all sides with the
salt. Let set, covered, at room
temperature for an hour. 

Pat chops dry again. Heat the oil
in a 10-inch skillet over medium
heat until it begins to smoke. Place
chops in the pan for 1 minute, then
turn to other side for 1 minute, then

turn on each of the edges for 1
minute — that is, sear each the
five “faces” of the chops for 1
minute each, a total of 5 minutes.
(Note: To accommodate the
chops, you will need to do this step
in two batches.) Remove chops;
set aside to cool for 5 minutes.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

Arrange chops in a 9-inch by
14-inch Pyrex pan, allowing a little
space between each chop. Gently
pat 11⁄2 T. of the chopped
macadamia nuts on top of each
chop. Put in oven for 15 minutes to
cook medium rare. Remove chops
from oven; turn off oven. Top each
chop with the burro verde; let rest
for 5 to 7 minutes as the heat from
the chops melts the butter. If the
butter doesn’t melt, put the chops
into the still warm oven for 1 or 2
minutes. Serve immediately.

                   Burro verde                   
                  (Makes 3⁄4 cup)                  

This herbal butter is easy to
make and makes great
complement to the flavor of lamb.

4 oz. sweet butter, soft

1 T. (compressed) chopped
fresh mint

3 leaves fresh sage, chopped
1⁄4 tsp. chopped fresh thyme

1 T. minced shallots

2 tsp. minced garlic

1 T. freshly grated Parmesan
cheese

1 T. breadcrumbs
1⁄2 tsp. kosher salt
1⁄8 tsp. ground black pepper.

Steps: Place all of the above
ingredients into a food processor;
process well, cleaning the walls of
the processor a few times during
the processing with a rubber
spatula. Set aside. Will store,
refrigerated, for up to two weeks.

     Salt and pepper barramundi     
          with kiwi dipping sauce          
                     (Serves 4)                     

Barramundi is a relatively new
addition to American menus.
Farmed sustainably, barramundi is
a white fish with a delicate flavor
and a moist, juicy texture. In the
wild, barramundi is prized by sport
fishermen because it puts up a
good fight. Rock paintings in the
Northern Territory show the fish
was a totem animal as well as a
favorite food of Aboriginal tribes
tens of thousands of years ago.
Today it is served all over

Australia, in pubs and restaurants,
in tacos, ceviches and as the
center of the plate.

11⁄2 lbs. barramundi

2 cups canola oil

2 cups salt and pepper batter
(see below)

11⁄2 cups kiwi dipping sauce (see
below)

Steps: Pat dry the fish fillets
using paper towels, then cut on the
bias into 2-inch pieces. Try to keep
the pieces a consistent size.

Put the oil in a deep saucepot;
using a thermometer, bring oil to
350 over medium heat. Remove
batter from refrigerator. Cook only
four pieces of fish at a time: Dip the
dry fish pieces into the batter,
coating each piece completely. Let
excess batter drip back into the
bowl before placing the fish into the
hot oil. Cook for 3 minutes
total-turning once (use tongs).
Remove from oil, place on paper
towels to absorb excess oil.
Repeat until all fish is cooked.
Serve immediately, accompanied
by kiwi dipping sauce.

          Salt and pepper batter          
                 (Makes 2 cups)                 

This batter can be used with any
white fish such as cod or tilapia —
or even shrimp or calamari. 

1⁄2 cup flour
1⁄2 cup cornstarch

1 tsp. baking powder

21⁄2 tsp. table salt 

1 tsp. white pepper (don’t use
black)

7 oz. chilled water

Steps: Assemble all dry
ingredients and shift into a
medium-sized bowl. Add the water,
a little at a time, stirring constantly,
until the mixture is smooth. Let the
batter rest in the refrigerator for
at least 15 minutes

              Kiwi dipping sauce              
                (Makes 11⁄2 cups)                 

Kiwis are, or course, not native
to Australia, but they’re not native
to New Zealand, either. Originally
from China, this sweet, slightly tart
fruit, now grown in Australia,
makes a good complement to
seafood. If you add more sugar, to
taste, to this dipping sauce, it
becomes a unique dessert topping.

5 ripe kiwis, peeled and coarsely
chopped

1⁄4 cup sugar

1⁄4 cup water

2 tsp. lemon juice

Pinch of salt

Steps: Put kiwis in food
processor (blender will destroy
the seeds which will cloud the
sauce and eliminate the attractive
visual contrast of the black seeds
in the green sauce). Set aside in a
small bowl. In small saucepan, add
water and sugar, bring to boil,
then remove from heat and allow
to cool off for 15 minutes before
adding lemon juice and salt. Add
the sugar syrup to the bowl of
processed kiwis and mix well.
Refrigerate to store, for up to one
week, in a noncorrosive
container; serve at room
temperature.

About the authors

 Julio Ramirez and Marie
Perucca-Ramirez, creators
of the Fishwife Seafood
Restaurants and Turtle Bay
taquerias on the Peninsula,
sold their restaurants to start
The Food Wranglers Inc., a
restaurant consultant group.

Julio is certified as an
executive chef by the
American Culinary Federation
and in 1999 was inducted into
the prestigious American
Academy of Chefs. Marie is a
writer with a degree in
history and sociology and a
master’s in applied linguistics.

The couple have always
enjoyed traveling the back
roads of the world; they are
interested in seeing what
other ethnic groups grow,
what they eat, how they
prepare their food — what
their various cultures “taste
like.”

During their travels they
have met many remarkable
individuals, had a number of
unusual experiences, eaten a
variety of unfamiliar foods —
and collected some great
recipes they have adapted
for home use.

Once a month they will
share their experiences —
through words and photos —
with Herald readers. Write to
them at
marie@foodwranglers.com. 

Australia
From page C1

                                                                                                          MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

An “island” continent, Australia enjoys a wide variety of fresh seafood, including swordfish,
barramundi, kingfish, octopus, salmon, mussels and crab.

                                                MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

An Outback woman serves as a surrogate mother to an
orphaned baby joey.
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